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Abstract
The paper investigates the seismic response of nonstructural elements (NEs),
focusing on acceleration-sensitive components housed in buildings, modelled
as inelastic Ibarra–Medina–Krawinkler (SDOF) systems. Incremental dynamic
analysis (IDA) is carried out considering (a) representative suites of building
floor motions (real loading histories recorded within reinforced concrete (RC)
buildings and table testing protocol inputs) and (b) a wide range of NE models
(with elastic frequencies ranging within 1–9 Hz). The Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler
(IMK) model was implemented in OpenSees, defining the key modeling param-
eters according to the formulations provided by Lignos and Krawinkler. Both
IDA curves and component (acceleration) amplification factor (CAF) are char-
acterized, also considering statistical measures. The seismic capacity of the
investigated NEs is estimated through fragility curves, accounting for five incre-
mental damage states (DSs). The fragility parameters are correlated with the
frequency of the NEmodels, and (statistical-based) closed-form capacity criteria
are provided. The study provides a robust technical and scientific methodolog-
ical framework for assessing the seismic capacity of NEs that can be modeled
by inelastic SDOF systems. The findings have a potential major impact on
both research and practice, enriching scientific knowledge and providing use-
ful applicative tools. In particular, quantitative response and capacity measures
are supplied, and the developed capacity criteria can be particularly useful
for expeditious but reliable design and assessment, as well as for comparison
purposes.
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2 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

RESEARCHHIGHLIGHTS

- Seismic response and capacity assessment of inelastic acceleration-sensitive nonstructural elements housed in
buildings.

- Characterization of the influence of floor motion type (real records and shake table protocol inputs).
- Evaluation of the effects of inelasticity on acceleration amplification and seismic capacity.
- Estimation of closed-form statistical-based capacity criteria and related uncertainties.

1 INTRODUCTION

Advanced seismic safety assessment of nonstructural elements (NEs) is based on the comparison of capacity and demand
measures, often statistically expressed in terms of engineering demand parameters (EDPs) for the relevant performance
levels or limit states, based on the identification of the appropriate damage states (DSs) or damage criteria. The NE seismic
safety assessmentmethodology is typically derived from the performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) approach
developed for engineering structures.1,2 These capacity and safety estimations are essential to mitigate seismic risk asso-
ciated with NEs.3–5 The focus of the present study is on the seismic assessment of seismic response and capacity of NEs,
in the framework of PBEE.
The seismic capacity of NEs is often assessed through the implementation of statistical-based methods, and fragility

curves represent the state-of-the-art.6–8 Experimental assessment represents the most reliable method for estimation of
the seismic capacities of NEs,9–14 even though other methods might be more efficient and economic, still being relatively
reliable. In the last few decades, the seismic capacity of NEs was also estimated by means of numerical or analytical
approaches,15–21 often experimentally calibrating themodeling and analysis parameters. In a few cases, observational data
were used to assess the seismic response of NEs and to provide capacity thresholds.22,23 Very recent studies assessed the
seismic response and capacity ofNEsmodeled as inelastic systems bymeans of advanced numericalmodels.24–27 Technical
reports and guidelines provide quantitative tools to expeditiously estimate seismic capacity of NEs; as an example, FEMA
P24–27 supplies fragility parameters associated with a wide range of (traditional) NEs, which were also revised/improved
in recent studies.28
Several studies investigated the seismic response and fragility of NEs, but the literature is quite fragmented and does

not provide systematic and generalizable applicable data. The amplification response of NEs in terms of accelerations,
which is essential for the computation of the seismic demands on NEs, is investigated only in few cases and for very
specific elements. The available fragility curves are often referred to specific NE arrangements and are not technically and
scientifically correlated to the key features of NEs. Furthermore, the literature studies often assessed fragility curves only
accounting for the record-to-record uncertainty, without considering other key features, such as themodeling uncertainty
and the influence of the dynamic properties of NEs.
The present study provides a comprehensive assessment of the seismic response and capacity of a wide range of

acceleration-sensitive NEs. The case study consists in building NEs that are fixed to the structure (e.g., floor-anchored)
and that can be modeled by relatively ductile elastic-plastic single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems. The assessment
is based on the implementation of incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) considering advanced elastic-plastic models and
building floor motions (reinforced concrete [RC] buildings). The influence of these latter on the dynamic properties of
the investigated NEs, component amplification factor (CAF), and fragility curves are assessed. The methodology is robust
and generalizable, and the findings can be extended to other compatible NEs, given their wide validity.

2 CASE STUDY

The study focuses on acceleration-sensitive building elements that can be modeled by SDOF systems, which typically
apply to several NEs. Overall, acceleration-sensitive elements are often implicitly or explicitly meant to be elastic
SDOF systems,29–31 and in very few cases the inelastic response is accounted for.32 In particular, seismic verification
of these elements is carried out considering elastic or inelastic spectra and formulations associated with building
response (e.g., floor spectra33,34). Examples of regulation and code seismic demand formulations include but are not
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MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA 3

TABLE 1 Structural details of the investigated models.

Range fa fa b t h m
Model ID [-] [Hz] [Hz] [mm] [mm] [m] [t]
M1a

I ∼1.0

1.02 70 3.0 4.50 0.10

M1b 1.03 60 3.0 2.50 0.35
M1c 1.13 50 2.5 3.00 0.08
M2a

II ∼1.5

1.48 70 3.0 3.50 0.10

M2b 1.52 60 3.0 2.50 0.16
M2c 1.52 60 2.5 3.00 0.08
M3a

III ∼3.0

2.97 70 3.0 2.20 0.10

M3b 3.04 60 3.0 2.50 0.04
M3c 3.06 90 3.0 3.00 0.08
M4a

IV > 3.0

5.86 70 3.0 1.40 0.10

M4b 7.34 80 4.0 1.50 0.10
M4c 9.02 70 3.0 1.05 0.10

limited to ASCE 7/22,35 Eurocode 8,36 Italian building code,37 whereas several formulations were developed in literature
studies.29,30,34,38–40
The case study models investigated in this study consist of relatively simple but representative systems, that is, can-

tilevers with applied mass at the free end. This simple model is widely applicable for acceleration-sensitive elements and
also represents specific but common NEs, for example, antennas, suspended systems (e.g., ceilings or pipes), medical
devices (e.g., operating lights), anchored elements (e.g., electric cabinets), and museum artifacts (e.g., statues).
Multiple models were considered to account for a reasonable amount of uncertainty associated with the dynamic prop-

erties and mechanical behavior of NEs. However, the NE model set cannot be considered to be exhaustive to account
for various acceleration-sensitive NEs, and the related findings should be referred to the compatibility with modeled
NE response and investigated case studies. In particular, all models have hollow square steel (HSS) sections, made of
S275 steel, with fundamental elastic frequencies (fa) ranging within 1–9 Hz, covering a representative range of typical NE
frequencies.35 The investigated models are described in Table 1, where b, t, h, and m are size dimension, thickness, eleva-
tion height, and applied mass, respectively. The models are organized in groups, corresponding to their fa values; range
I models have fa approximately equal to 1 Hz, which represents a lower bound limit for NEs; range II and III models are
associated with fa equal to 1.5 and 3.0 Hz, respectively, whereas range IV models have fa greater than 3 Hz, that is, equal
to 5.9, 7.3, and 9.0 Hz.

3 INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

3.1 Modeling and numerical analysis

Prior to describing structural modeling and numerical analysis, it should be specified that implementing NE case studies
and modeling that reflect a robust and generalizable seismic behavior tendency fosters more generalizable and extend-
able findings and data, possibly providing more scientific than technical/specific contributions. In this context, the case
study NEs and the associated models refer to floor-anchored NEs that can be modeled as relatively ductile inelastic SDOF
systems and that can be associated with structural parameters that have a clear physical meaning. The elastic-plastic mod-
eling was implemented in OpenSees41 through a phenomenological approach, that is, considering lumped plasticity. In
particular, the SDOF systems were modeled by vertical in-series elements (Figure 1A), that is, a hysteretic zero-length
moment-rotation spring was defined between a fixed node (Node 1) and an internal node (Node 2) having the same coor-
dinates of the fixed node, and an elastic monodimensional element, defined between the abovementioned internal note
(Node 2) and the free top node (Node 3); the elastic element had height equal to the SDOF height (h); the lumped mass
(m) was applied at the free top node of the elastic element.
The Ibarra–Medina–Krawinkler (IMK) model42–45 was assigned to the spring (Figure 1A-C), considering the formula-

tion provided by Lignos and Krawinkler46 for the determination of the backbone and hysteretic parameters associated
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4 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

(A) (C)

(D)(B)

F IGURE 1 Numerical modeling: (A) structural modeling scheme (in-series element), (B) IMK model and schematic cyclic response (as
provided in OpenSees),42,44,45 (C) backbone schematic and hysteretic parameters,47 and backbone curves of the investigated SDOF models.

with HSS columns. The elastic stiffness of both spring and elastic element was assigned so as to have a ratio of the two
elements’ stiffness equal to ten, resulting in a global in-series stiffness equal to the member’s stiffness, according to the lit-
erature (Refs. 43, 47). UniaxialMaterial ModIMKPeakOriented zerolength and ElasticBeamColumn elements were used to
model the spring and the elastic elements, respectively. The backbone behavior can be defined by yielding moment (My),
elastic stiffness (K0), ratio of hardening to elastic stiffness or strain hardening ratio (αs), precapping rotation (θp), postcap-
ping rotation (θpc), and by the degraded parameters, that is, ratio of residual and yielding moment (κ) and the ultimate
rotation (θu); θy is the yielding rotation, Mc (θc) is the capping moment (rotation), as is the ratio of Mc and My, Mr (θr) is
the residual moment (rotation). Figure 1B,C depict the backbone response. The hysteretic/degradation stiffness/strength
parameters are defined by λ and c, considering four deterioration modes, that is, strength, stiffness, postcapping stiffness,
and reloading stiffness ones. Finally, D defines the (a)symmetrical hysteretic behavior along the positive/negative loading
directions, which can be set equal to one for symmetric response. The median values of the mechanical properties and
parameters were considered, as it is typically done for advanced numerical analyses (Ref. 48). This was motivated by the
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MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA 5

fact that the structural properties of S275 HSS elements are reasonably associated with a relatively low uncertainty due
to the highly controlled industrial production processes. However, it would have been interesting also accounting for the
abovementioned source of uncertainty in the analyses. Further details regarding the modeling and formulation can be
found in refs. 42, 43, 46, 49.
The formulation of the rotational inelastic capacities (θp and θpc) and cyclic degradation parameter (Λ) was devel-

oped by Lignos and Krawinkler,46 who performed a multivariate regression of experimental data on HSS columns; the
database included more than 120 HSS columns subjected to combined axial and lateral cyclic loading. In particular, the
rotational capacities were expressed as a function of identified dimensionless key parameters, that is, section parameter
(b/t), applied axial force (N/Ny), and yielding strength (C σy/380). The empirical formulation associatedwith the calibrated
response parameters X is depicted in Equation (1), andN, Ny, σy, and C are applied axial force, yielding axial force, yielding
strength, and stress strength conversion coefficient; this latter is equal to one if σy is expressed in MPa; the denominator
of the dimensionless yielding strength corresponds to the nominal strength of typical steel used for tubular section in
Japan.

𝑋 = 𝑎

(
𝑏

𝑡

)𝑏 (
1 −

𝑁

𝑁𝑦

)𝑐 (𝐶 ⋅ 𝜎𝑦

380

)𝑑

(1)

{a,b,c,d} are equal to {0.614,−1.05,1.18,−0.11}, {13.82,−1.22,3.04,−0.15}, and {3012,2.49,3.51,−0.20} for X corresponding to
θp, θpc, and Λ, respectively. These coefficients are applicable if (a) b/t is within 20 and 60, (b) N/Ny is within 0 and 0.5,
and (c) σy is within 276 and 500 MPa. The yielding parameters were assessed considering the elastic properties of the
models, provided by handbooks. κ was set equal to 0.25 according to Lignos and Krawinkler,46 and this is also compliant
with previous literature studies carried out by Kecman.50 Figure 1D shows global backbone response associated with the
investigated models. The geometric nonlinearities, or P-Δ effects, are implemented in the analysis. Rayleigh damping was
assigned to the elastic elements, assuming a damping ratio equal to 5%.47,51
Incremental analyses were performed considering PFA as an IM and lateral mass displacement Δ as an EDP. The anal-

yses were carried out from PFA equal to 0.05 g up to failure of all models, without considering structural resurrection.52
Two types of acceleration records were selected for the numerical analyses: floor motions (FMs) and shake table protocol
inputs (STPIs), which are described in the following sections.

3.2 Floor motions (FMs)

A number of 18 FMs were selected from Center for Engineering Strong Motion Data (CESMD)53 database and have the
following characteristics: (a) PGA is greater than 0.05 g to exclude excessively mild earthquakes, (b) they were recorded
in RC buildings in the US, designed/built from 1923 to 1975, (c) they correspond to the maximum amplified acceleration
response over the building recording locations (almost always corresponding to roof). The entire set of FMs, namely
FM set, had mean, median, standard deviation values related to PGA (PFA) equal to 0.139, 0.219, and 0.160 g (0.356,
0.465, and 0.355 g), with minimum and maximum values equal to 0.066 and 0.66 g (0.093 and 1.24 g), respectively. PFA
to PGA ratio ranged from 1.156 to 4.133, with a mean, median, and standard deviation equal to 1.848, 2.179, and 0.894,
respectively. The ground motions related to FM set included nine near-field and nine far-field records, where 15 km was
considered as a threshold distance to the epicenter (Ref. 54). Near- and far-field FM records define NFFM and FFFM
sets. FM set includes seven records having PGA greater than 0.20 g (e.g., strong records), corresponding to strong floor
motion (SFM) set. Low-, medium-, and high-rise buildings were equally considered within FM set (i.e., six records each),
and the related records define LRFM, MRFM, and HRFM sets, respectively. FM set corresponds to FM #1, #2, #3, #5,
#6, #7, #9, #10, #12, #13, #14, #15, #17, #18, #19, #21, #22, #23 records considered in ref. 21 (FM #4, #8, #11, #16, #20,
and #24 were not considered in this study since they were preliminary found to be excessively mild with regard to case
study models). The ith and statistical spectral responses of the defined FM sets are depicted in Figure 2A, considering
PFA equal to 1.0 g. It should be specified that the number of considered records, although compatible with record suite
sizes used in past studies,21,55,56 cannot be considered to be exhaustive and comprehensive for fully accounting for both
hazard and building seismic uncertainties. Therefore, the associated findings have to be interpreted and implemented
in compliance with the relatively limited number of records, and they could be extended to other case studies with due
consideration.
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6 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

(A) (B)

F IGURE 2 Spectral pseudoacceleration response (Sa) over frequency associated with (A) floor motion (FM) sets and (B) shake table
protocol input (STPI) sets, considering peak floor acceleration (PFA) equal to 1.0 g; both Sa and fa are plotted considering logarithmic scale.

3.3 Shake table protocol inputs (STPIs)

STPIs are defined as artificial inputs compliant with themost authoritative shake table protocols (STPs) for seismic assess-
ment and qualification/certification of acceleration-sensitive elements.9 AC156,57 FEMA461,58 IEEE 693,59 andZito et al.60
STPs were considered. An enhanced version of AC156,57 namely AC156w/o, and a peculiar application of Zito et al.,60
namely Zito et al. (1 Hz) exception, were also investigated. Further details regarding the existing protocols are omitted for
the sake of brevity. AC156w/o protocol consist in AC156 without assuming the upper bound limit for AFLX-H, equal to 1.6
SDS. As a matter of fact, few recent studies21,61,62 suggested that such a limitation might represent a detrimental measure
in terms of representativity of the seismic demands associated with AC156 protocol. Zito et al. exception protocol consists
in applying exceptions in developing Zito et al. protocol input, as it is defined in9; in particular, the signal was defined
by removing the baseline waveform frequency corresponding to 1 Hz but enforcing the spectrum-compatibility over the
whole protocol range of frequencies (i.e., including 1 Hz). This assumption follows the hypothesis that the removed fre-
quencies (in the vicinity of 1 Hz) are particularly critical in terms of signal reproducibility and resonance phenomena. This
hypothesis might often be applicable in real cases due to shake table displacement limitations and potential resonance
phenomena.10,60,63
A set of accelerograms was generated or selected for each investigated protocol: three records for FEMA 461, seven

records for AC156, AC156w/o, Zito et al., and Zito et al. exception, and ten records for IEEE 693. Two FEMA 461 records
were directly provided by the protocol, whereas a record was generated in D’Angela et al.,61 according to Wilcoski et al.64
AC156 and AC156w/o records were generated according to,10 considering z/h equal to one, where this latter parame-
ter describes the ratio of the elevation eight of NE and the building elevation height. Seven records were developed
considering Zito et al. and Zito et al. exception, by implementing the procedure provided in ref. 60 (z/h equal to one).
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MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA 7

Finally, both empirical- and artificial-based signals were selected according to IEEE 693 protocol, considering peak
displacements limitations of 200 mm.63 The shake tables of the University of Naples Federico II (Ref. 65) were considered
as a reference to check or enforce the compatibility and the reproducibility of the signals. Figure 2B shows the spectral
pseudoacceleration response (Sa) as a function of frequency (fa) associated with STPI sets, assuming PFA equal to
1.0 g.

3.4 Fragility analysis

The fragility curves associated with the response of the reference models are assessed according to,7,66 that is, using an
IM-based lognormal model (Portermethod A). The fragility median value and logarithmic standard deviation are defined
𝑥𝑚 and 𝜎, respectively. The only record-to-record (RTR) uncertainty was considered. 𝑥𝑚 and 𝜎 were estimated according
to (2) and (3), respectively. In particular,N represents the number of records and ri is the IM capacity value corresponding
to the ith record, related to the achievement of a specific DS.

xM = exp

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

log (ri)

)
(2)

𝜎 =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

[
log

(
ri
xM

)]2
(3)

The quality of fitting was assessed according to Porter et al.7,66,67 Considering Portermethod A, a high fragility function
quality level is related to the case in which all following conditions are verified: (H1) peer-reviewed publication of the data,
(H2) number of specimens, or equivalently, records, is greater than or equal to five, and (H3) Lilliefors test68 pass at 5%
significance level; it is specified that it should be examined and justified (H4) differences of greater than 20% in xM or 𝜎,
compared with past estimates and (H5) any case of 𝜎 < 0.2 or 𝜎 > 0.6. The quality of fitting is considered to be moderate if
(M1) the number of specimens, or records, is greater than or equal to three; furthermore, (M2) case with 𝜎 < 0.2 or 𝜎 > 0.6
should be examined and justified.
PFA was considered as an IM, and the horizontal displacement of the concentrated mass Δ was assumed as an engi-

neering demand parameter (EDP). The fragility was estimated considering multiple DSs, identified by the exceedance of
thresholds of Δ correlated with relevant DSs, referring to the backbone response including P-Δ effects (Figure 1B). The
investigated DSs are: DS1, that is, halved yielding displacement/strength; DS2, that is, yielding displacement/strength;
DS3, that is, displacement associated with capping strength; DS4, that is, displacement associated with a strength drop
of 20% from the capping condition; DS5, that is, displacement associated with the achievement of the residual strength
or onset of perfectly plastic residual response. The displacement capacity thresholds (ΔDS) and the ratios between
them and the DS5 capacity (ΔDS) are plotted in Figure 3. DS1 is associated with functioning of NEs, DS2 is repre-
sentative of damage limitation, DS3 is associated with life safety conditions, and DS4/DS5 are compatible with near
collapse condition.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 IDA curves

Figures 4 and 5 show median and 84th percentile IDA curves, respectively, using PFA as an IM and dimensionless
displacement (Δ/ΔDS5) as an EDP, corresponding to single models and grouped range models. The statistical curves were
obtained by fixing PFA values and estimating the statistical Δ/ΔDS5 values over the set of IDA curves. The 84th percentile
curves are meant as Δ/ΔDS5 values, for given PFA, below which 84th of score falls; this represents a more conservative
reference, that is, considering a higher input severity. The comparison between the median and 84th percentile response
allows identifying the dispersion of the single input IDAs within the different loading history sets, even though in a
qualitative manner. However, the data dispersion associated with the seismic response of the investigated models is
addressed in a more quantitative and explicit manner in the framework of the fragility assessment. Therefore, in this
section, no explicit comments are reported regarding the data dispersion for the sake of redundancy.
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8 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

F IGURE 3 Displacement capacities (ΔDS) and displacement capacities divided by DS5 capacity (ΔDS/ΔDS5) for all models.

The results are discussed in terms of the influence of loading history set and model features on the seismic
response, also expressed as input/response IDAs severity, where higher severity is associated with larger EDP for
given PFA or, equivalently, lower PFA for given EDP.69 In particular, protocol input IDA responses are discussed
considering FM ones as a reference, explicitly referring to the investigated model features (especially frequency
ranges).
Severity patterns associated with the different loading histories can be observed. IEEE 693 (FEMA 461) inputs are the

most severe for ranges 1 and 2 (3 and 4) models considering both median and 84th percentile response, even though,
in this latter case, IEEE 693 responses are quite similar to FEMA 461 for some models (e.g., M1c and range 3 models).
Considering median responses, IEEE 693 is overall significantly more severe than FM results, especially for ranges 1 and
2, where PFA values associated with unitary Δ/ΔDS5 is even lower than half FM ones. While FEMA 461 fits quite well with
range 1 FM curves, the protocol also provides significantly more severe curves, if compared to FM, which are even more
severe than IEEE 693 for ranges 3 and 4. A different trend is exhibited for both IEEE 693 and FEMA 461 protocols if 84th
percentile curves are considered. As a matter of fact, both protocols fit quite well, erring on the side of caution, FM curves
for ranges 1–3, whereas the response is still extremely conservative for range 4 models. AC156 is overall the least severe
protocol over the investigated protocols, as it was also found with regard to rigid block dynamics21,69 and was discussed
in previous studies.30,34,62,70 Considering median (84th percentile) curves, AC156 is often (always) less severe than FM
and other protocol responses. In particular, median AC156 curves are less severe than FM ones for ranges 1 and 2, over
relatively large Δ/ΔDS5 values (e.g., Δ/ΔDS5 > ∼ 0.4–0.5), and for ranges 3 and 4, overall and especially in the postyielding
response. In some cases, 84th percentile PFA values associated with unitary Δ/ΔDS5 are even greater than twice the FM
ones, for example, ranges 1 and 2.
For ranges 1 and 2, median curves related to Zito et al. inputs are quite similar to FEMA 461 curves and quite similar to

IEEE 693 ones over Δ/ΔDS5 < ∼ ΔDS3/ΔDS5 curves, whereas, for Δ/ΔDS5 larger values, they are less severe than IEEE 693;
but, overall, they are more similar to or more severe than FM ones. Zito et al. 84th percentile curves related to ranges 1 and
2 are similar to FEMA 461 and IEEE 693 and FM curves over relatively smaller Δ/ΔDS5 values, for example, Δ/ΔDS5 < ∼

0.2–0.4, whereas they are less severe for larger values. Considering single range 3 models, Zito et al. curves are close
to FM ones. Similarly, Zito et al. curves are significantly more compatible with FM ones than IEEE 693 and FEMA 461
considering range 4 models. In particular, Zito et al. protocol curves err on the side of caution up to ΔDS3/ΔDS5, whereas
they slightly overestimate PFA values for larger values, still enveloping quite well FM curves. Considering 84th percentiles,
Zito et al. protocol is significantly less severe than FM curves for range 1 models and Δ/ΔDS5 > 0.5, whereas it envelops
much better FM results for all other ranges, especially up to ΔDS3/ΔDS5 response. Zito et al. exception curves are quite
similar to Zito et al. ones, proving that the frequency content adjustment does not affect the severity of the protocol, even
in the case of range models which have an elastic frequency that is approximately equal to the adjusted frequency value
(i.e., 1 Hz). Both median and 84th percentile IDAs related to AC156w/o are overall quite similar to Zito et al., oscillating
around the latter protocol.
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MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA 9

F IGURE 4 Median IDA curves (peak floor acceleration (PFA) as a function of dimensionless displacement (Δ/ΔDS5)) associated with all
loading history sets, corresponding to single models and grouped range models.

4.2 Component amplification factor (CAF)

Component amplification factor (CAF) is defined as the absolute ratio between the peak component acceleration (PCA),
registered on the component mass, and PFA. The significance of CAF is more traditionally associated with the elastic
response rather than with the inelastic one. However, recent codes35,37 and literature studies71,72 account for the influence
of the inelastic incursion, or equivalently, of theNEductility capacity, on acceleration amplification or seismicNE response
in general (e.g., through concept of behavior factor). In particular, it should be noted that the significance of CAF in terms
of elastic or inelastic response is strongly associated with the component and performance level of interest. If the interest
of the seismic safety assessment of the case NE is focused on operational/functional performance conditions, CAF can be
referred to the elastic response and the assessment verification can be based on acceleration/force measures. Conversely,
if the interest is on damage limitation or severe damage conditions and NE retains ductility capacities, CAF of interest can
be associated with inelastic (or, more generally, nonlinear) response. However, assessment of inelastic response is typi-
cally carried out considering deformation- or ductility-based measures/approaches instead of acceleration/force ones72,73
Accordingly, the meaning of CAF is generally less significant over these latter performance levels and NE responses, even
though these aspects are scientifically relevant.
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10 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

F IGURE 5 84th percentile IDA curves (peak floor acceleration (PFA) as a function of dimensionless displacement (Δ/ΔDS5)) associated
with all loading history sets, corresponding to single models and grouped range models.

Figure 6 shows the median component amplification factor (CAF) as a function of PFA The 84th percentile CAF is
depicted in Figure 7 for the sake of completeness; the results are depicted up to PFA equal to 5 g. In many cases, CAF has
a relatively regular trend: (a) first plateau branch up to PFA values that increase as the model frequency increases due to
the increasing yielding PFA capacity, (b) relatively regular decreasing branch up to PFA values that increase as the model
frequency increases due to the increasing of the inelastic PFA capacity, and (c) sudden drop to a null value is associated
with the achievement of failure or instability (for median (84th percentile) curve, the drop is associated with a 50% (84th)
failure/instability occurrences).
The maximum CAF and its trend are strongly conditioned by the considered input sets, combined with the frequency

of the model. All input sets but FEMA 461 and FM show a trend that does not significantly depend on the models. In
particular, CAF values defining the above mentioned branches do not vary as the model changes but the corresponding
PFA tends to increase as the frequency increases. This is due to the fact that PFA capacities related to the key response
states (elastic limit, capping capacity, and residual capacity) increase as the frequency of the model grows (e.g., see IDA
curves in Section 4.1). In other words, the CAF vs. PFA response related to these protocols tends to elongate, in terms of
PFA, as the frequency of the models increases, approximately keeping the same ordinate values.
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MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA 11

F IGURE 6 Median component amplification factor (CAF) as a function of peak floor acceleration (PFA) associated with all loading
history sets and models.

For the other input sets, that is, FM and FEMA 461, the elongation is observed but there is a variation in the CAF
values, and the variation depends on the input sets. FM CAF values tend to increase passing from models M1 to M2
and from M2 to M3, especially over the elastic response, whereas models M4 values are more comparable with models
M2 (i.e., CAF decreases from M3 to M4). FEMA 461 shows a trend similar to FM: CAF tends to increase as frequency
increases from models M1 to M3, and a minor decrease is found passing from M3 to M4. M4 CAF is more similar to
M3 ones rather than to M2. This means that the acceleration amplification due to all protocols but FEMA 461 does not
significantly depend on the frequency of the model, whereas FEMA 461 protocol and FM inputs are associated with (a)
an increasing acceleration amplification as the frequency increases over 1–3 Hz and (b) a decreasing amplification within
3–9 Hz.
Zito et al., Zito et al. exception, AC156w/o, and IEEE 693 show a very similar response among them, especially con-

sidering the maximum CAF values and over the decreasing branch. AC156 protocol provides maximum CAF values that
are significantly lower than the other protocols, and, in many cases, especially over models M1 and M2, AC156 decreas-
ing branch tends to match the other protocols. FM inputs are associated with maximum CAF values that are matched
quite well by AC156 over M1 and M2 models, being significantly lower than all other protocols. For models M3, FM is
enveloped very well by Zito et al., Zito et al. exception, AC156w/o, and IEEE 693, whereas AC156 protocol (FEMA 461) is
associated with significantly lower (higher) CAF values. For models M4, AC156 again matches relatively well FM inputs,
being significantly lower than all other protocols.
A more operative elaboration of the CAF results is provided in Figure 8, which reports both (a) median and (b) 84th

percentile CAF associated with DS1 (i.e., CAFDS1), as a function of fa, for all FM sets. The response associated with all
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12 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

F IGURE 7 84th percentile component amplification factor (CAF) as a function of peak floor acceleration (PFA) associated with all
loading history sets and models.

FM subsets are reported: (all) FM, SFM, NFFM, FFFM, LRFM, MRFM, and HRFM. Figure 8 supplies robust estimations
for CAF to be used to quantify (elastic) seismic demand on a wide range of NE frequencies, specifically aimed at seismic
verification of operational/functional performance levels. The results associated with DS2 condition were approximately
identical to the DS1 ones, and they are not reported in the paper. Similar graphs referred to the inelastic CAF thresholds
could be derived from the provided figures (e.g., Figure 6 for medians). As it was qualitatively highlighted in Figure 6,
maximum CAF, which are associated with the elastic response, associated with FM sets depends on the frequency of the
model.
A general trend can be identified over all FM sets: CAF increases as fa grows within 1–3 Hz and it tends to decrease

for larger values, even though there are exceptions. In particular, the decreasing trend is more evident considering the
84th percentiles responses, and for the medians CAF response within 6–9 Hz is less conditioned by fa. Considering the
median response, the only difference found between FM and SFM response is related to CAF value associated with 3 Hz
frequencies, that is, themost amplified acceleration response; in particular SFMCAF is significantly greater than FMCAF.
This does not occur considering the 84th percentiles since SFM CAF is just greater than FM one and FM CAF associated
with frequencies lower than 3Hz is larger or significantly greater than SFMone. These results can bemotivated by looking
at the comparisons among the spectral responses, depicted in Figure 2A: median SFM ordinates corresponding to 3 Hz
is greater than FM one, whereas 84th percentile curves associated with FM are greater than SFM ones within 1–1.5 Hz.
This implies that, on average, SFM are more severe than FM, in terms of elastic acceleration amplification, only for 3 Hz
models, whereas, consideringmore conservative estimates, that is, 84th percentile response, FM aremore severe than SFM
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MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA 13

(A)

(B)

F IGURE 8 (A) Median and (B) 84th percentile component amplification factor (CAF) related to DS1 conditions (CAFDS1) as a function
of elastic frequency (fa), associated with floor motion (FM) sets (FM, SFM, NFFM, FFFM, LRFM, MRFM, and HRFM sets).

for models having fundamental frequencies lower than 3 Hz. FFFM are found to be more severe than NFFM, especially
within 1.5–3Hz and for 84th percentile responses. Looking at Figure 2A, it can be seen that 84th spectral ordinate associated
with FFFM is greater than NFFM ones within 1–2 Hz and at about 3 Hz. The amplification response associated with the
height of the building depends on the specific frequency of interest of the model. In particular, it can be noted that LRFM
sets are more severe, in terms of CAF, within 6–9 Hz, especially for 6 Hz models, and this is compatible with the fact
that these signals are meant to represent buildings that are relatively rigid in terms of fundamental frequencies. For lower
frequencies, it is not easy to identify clear trends, even though it is evident that median and 84th percentile MRFM and
HRFM CAFs tend to overpass LRFM CAFs as expected. The response highlighted in Figure 8, especially regarding the
subsets associated with the building height, might depend on the specific signals that were selected, and it might not be
simply generalized or extrapolated. It is worth noting that the median CAF associated with LRFM sets is lower than one
corresponding to 1Hzmodels, and this is compatiblewith the fact that the filtering action of relatively rigid buildingsmight
be less severe on flexible components that the one associated with less rigid buildings and/or less flexible components.
Considering the median (84th percentile) response associated with FM set, the maximum CAF values, corresponding to
3 Hz, are overall just below 2.5 (4.0), whereas an upper bound limit for other frequencies could be set equal to 1.5–2.0
(2.5–3.0). However, Figure 8 could be referred to for more accurate and less conservative estimates as a function of the
relevant frequencies.
It is interesting to compare the estimated CAF values and the provisions of current building codes. According to ASCE

7−1674 and AC156 protocol,57 CAF varies from 1.0 (rigid components, for example, fa greater than 8.3 Hz) to 2.5 (flexible
component, for example, fa less than 8.3 Hz). Eurocode 836 implicitly provides CAF as a linear function of z/h, varying
from 2.2, at z/h equal to zero, to 2.5, at z/h equal to one. The New Zealand document “The Seismic Assessment of Existing
Buildings: Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (the Guidelines) 75” refers to the current New Zealand code
NZS 1170.5:2004,76 which expresses CAF as a linear function of the NE fundamental period, and it varies from 0.5, for fa
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14 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

F IGURE 9 Fragility (FDS) as a function of peak floor acceleration (PFA) evaluated considering DS2, associated with all loading history
sets, corresponding to single models and grouped range models.

less than or equal to 0.67 Hz, and 2.0, for fa greater than or equal to 1.33 Hz. The Italian building code,37 with regard to
the simplified formulation applicable for frame structures,30,37,77 provides CAF as a tabular function of the fundamental
building period (T1), equal to 5.0, 4.0, and 2.5 corresponding to T1 less than 0.5 s, within 0.5 and 1.0 s, and greater than 1.0 s,
respectively. Considering median response (Figure 8A), if FM set is considered (i.e., a wide range or low to high-intensity
earthquake scenarios), the abovementioned codes provide relatively safe CAF values since the maximum CAFDS1 value
is between 2 and 2.5 (corresponding to M3 models, i.e., fa equal to about 3 Hz). Conversely, if higher percentile measures
are considered (e.g., 84th percentile response in Figure 8A) or in the case of SFM set (associated with high-intensity earth-
quake scenarios), CAFDS1 significantly grows up to values in the order to 4–5, and only NTC 2018 formulation, among the
ones investigated above, provides relatively safe estimations considering T1 lower than 1.0 s (e.g., low- and medium-rise
buildings).

4.3 Fragility curves

Figures 9, 10, 11 show the fragility curves corresponding to DS2, DS3, and DS4, respectively. IEEE 693, Zito et al., and
AC156w/o, fragility curves are quite similar among them for all models, except for models M4, where IEEE 693 and
AC156w/o fragilities are higher than Zito et al. In particular, IEEE 693, Zito et al., and AC156w/o fragilities are signifi-
cantly higher than FM set ones, except for M3models, where SFM fragilities are higher than the former fragilities, and for
M4 models DS4, where Zito et al. fragilities are lower than FM sets ones. FEMA 461 fragilities are lower than IEEE 693,
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MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA 15

F IGURE 10 Fragility (FDS) as a function of peak floor acceleration (PFA) evaluated considering DS3, associated with all loading history
sets, corresponding to single models and grouped range models.

Zito et al., and AC156w/o for models M1 and M2 DS4, similar for models M2, and higher for models M3 and M4, and they
are always higher than FM ones. AC156 fragilities are always lower than the other protocol fragilities, even lower than FM
fragilities for models M3 and M4. Further comments regarding the evolution of the fragility parameters over the model
frequencies are reported in the following.
The quality of fitting was assessed as described in Section 3.4. Regarding high-quality criteria, conditions (H1) and (H2)

are verified in all cases. Regarding condition (H3), Lilliefors test is passed in about 37% and 97% cases considering FM and
SFM set results, respectively; condition (H4) is not applicable (the data cannot be compared with past data) and condition
(H5) should be referred to the reliability and robustness of methodology and data, assessing and evaluating the cases
associated with 𝜎 < 0.2 or 𝜎 > 0.6, as discussed below. Considering FM and SFM sets, 𝜎 is within 0.2–0.6 in about 37%
and 60% cases, respectively; in these cases, if Lilliefors test is passed, the quality of fitting is high (HQ); this occurs in
about 28% and 57% cases for FM and SFM sets, respectively. Given the advanced numerical model and analysis and the
robustness of the implemented methodology, condition (H5) is reasonably considered to be applicable to all cases but, for
the sake of robustness, Lilliefors pass cases in which 𝜎 is not within 0.2–0.6 are classified as high quality but subject to
checks (HQ*); this occurs in about 8% and 40% cases for FM and SFM sets, respectively. Regarding the moderate quality
of fitting, condition (M1) is valid for all cases; condition (M2) corresponds to condition (H5). Lilliefors fail cases in which
𝜎 is within 0.2–0.6 are classified as moderate quality of fitting (MQ); these cases correspond to 8% and 3% for FM and SFM
sets, respectively. Lilliefors fail cases with 𝜎 not within 0.2–0.6 are associated with moderate quality but subject to checks
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16 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

F IGURE 11 Fragility (FDS) as a function of peak floor acceleration (PFA) evaluated considering DS4, associated with all loading history
sets, corresponding to single models and grouped range models.

TABLE 2 Quality of fitting associated with all floor motion (FM) and strong floor motion (SFM) sets, according to Porter et al.7,67; HQ,
HQ*, MQ, and MQ* correspond to high quality fitting, high quality fitting subject to checks, moderate quality of fitting, and moderate quality
of fitting subject to checks, respectively.

FM set SFM set
Model ID DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5 DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5
M1a MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* HQ* HQ HQ* HQ* HQ*
M1b MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* HQ* HQ* HQ* HQ* HQ*
M1c MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* HQ HQ HQ HQ HQ*
M1a MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* HQ HQ HQ HQ HQ*
M1b MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* HQ HQ HQ HQ HQ*
M1c MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* MQ* HQ HQ HQ HQ HQ
M1a HQ HQ HQ MQ MQ* MQ HQ HQ HQ HQ
M1b HQ HQ HQ MQ MQ MQ HQ HQ HQ HQ
M1c HQ HQ HQ MQ MQ HQ HQ HQ HQ* HQ
M1a HQ HQ HQ HQ* HQ HQ HQ HQ* HQ* HQ*
M1b HQ HQ MQ* HQ* MQ* HQ HQ HQ* HQ* HQ*
M1c HQ HQ HQ* HQ* HQ* HQ* HQ* HQ* HQ* HQ*
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MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA 17

TABLE 3 Linear correlations between fragility parameters (median xM and logarithmic standard deviation σ) and elastic frequency (fa)
for all floor motion (FM), strong floor motion (SFM), far field floor motion (FFFM), and near field floor motions (NFFM) sets and all damage
states (DSs), and related coefficient of determination (R2).

xM = a11 fa+a12 σ = a21 fa+a22
FM set DS a11 a12 R2 a21 a22 R2

FM DS1 0.165 0.260 0.802 −0.077 0.844 0.685
DS2 0.322 0.555 0.794 −0.072 0.813 0.694
DS3 0.490 0.945 0.831 −0.086 0.794 0.740
DS4 0.500 1.970 0.736 −0.111 0.899 0.845
DS5 0.364 3.715 0.510 −0.114 0.997 0.918

SFM DS1 0.191 0.188 0.766 −0.041 0.529 0.540
DS2 0.372 0.411 0.756 −0.039 0.517 0.610
DS3 0.550 0.704 0.822 −0.051 0.492 0.534
DS4 0.547 1.605 0.793 −0.069 0.587 0.745
DS5 0.405 3.253 0.584 −0.082 0.722 0.864

FFFM DS1 0.192 0.137 0.824 −0.059 0.727 0.818
DS2 0.377 0.308 0.820 −0.054 0.691 0.861
DS3 0.545 0.659 0.854 −0.060 0.604 0.743
DS4 0.546 1.541 0.808 −0.076 0.635 0.769
DS5 0.391 3.198 0.606 −0.073 0.652 0.919

NFFM DS1 0.137 0.401 0.743 −0.091 0.927 0.510
DS2 0.264 0.833 0.730 −0.086 0.902 0.502
DS3 0.433 1.260 0.779 −0.111 0.957 0.673
DS4 0.449 2.461 0.624 −0.141 1.115 0.829
DS5 0.333 4.303 0.388 −0.149 1.281 0.903

(MQ*); this occurs in about 55% and null cases for FM and SFM sets, respectively. The summary of the quality of fitting
assessment is reported in Table 2.

4.4 Influence of model frequency on fragility parameters

Figure 12 shows the evolution ofmedian xM and logarithmic standard deviation σ over themodel frequency fa, respectively,
considering FM sets; fa is reported in logarithmic scale since lower frequencies are associated with more models than
higher ones. The single model results are reported as markers corresponding to relevant fa, and best-fitting curves are also
depicted. The fragility results associated with the investigated protocols are depicted for all models in Figure 13.
Considering FM sets, the fragilitymedian xM (Figure 12) overall tends to increase as the frequency fa grows, even though

the differentmodels belonging to the same frequency range are associated with a non-negligible dispersion in terms of xM,
even within elastic response (i.e., considering DS1 and DS2). Nevertheless, clear xM to fa linear tendencies are identified
(fa is reported in logarithmic scale). As expected, the results corresponding to DS4 and DS5 are significantly less regular
and more dispersed than the ones associated with DS1 to DS3. The quality of fitting related to DS4 and DS5 is expectably
significantly lower than the one associated with DS1 to DS3.
Figure 14 shows the coefficient of determination (R2) associated with the linear fitting lines. R2 associated with median

fitting is significantly high over DS1 to DS3 for all FM sets, for example, ranging from 0.75 to 0.85, whereas, for DS4 and
especially DS5, the coefficient tends to decrease, for example, within 0.60–0.80 (0.40–0.60) for DS4 (DS5). Overall, FFFM
(NFFM) results are associated with higher (lower) R2.
Table 3 reports the linear fitting coefficients and related R2 defining the estimated fragility to elastic frequency cor-

relations. The abovementioned results show that the elastic frequency might be correlated with seismic damage with a
moderate efficiency even out of the elastic range, but due consideration is needed to interpret and apply the results, given
the relatively lower abovementioned fitting quality. Considering the fitting lines, the influence of the FM set might be
significant, depending on DS, frequency range, and specific model. In particular, this influence is lower over medium
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18 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

F IGURE 1 2 Fragility median (xM) and logarithmic standard deviation (σ) as a function of elastic frequency (fa) associated with floor
motion (FM) sets, evaluated for all damage states (DSs). The response associated with investigated models (depicted by markers) is fitted by
linear equations.
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MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA 19

F IGURE 13 Fragility median (xM) and logarithmic standard deviation (σ) as a function of elastic frequency (fa) associated with all
protocols (single model markers) and floor motion (FM) sets (fitting curves), evaluated for all damage states (DSs).

frequencies for DS1 to DS3, corresponding to which the different FM set curves tend to merge. For DS4 and DS5, the influ-
ence of the FM set decreases as fa grows, but, while all FM set curves tend to converge at the highest frequency for DS4,
for DS5, the discrepancy among the curves is still relatively significant over the highest frequencies and the discrepancy
reduction is not major. Overall, FFFM and SFM curves are quite similar for all DSs, and the former is slightly more severe,
that is, associated with lower xM. It is worth noting that both intercept and slope of fitting lines increase from DS1 to DS4,
whereas only intercept increases passing from DS4 to DS5, and the slope of DS5 curve is more comparable with DS2.
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20 MAGLIULO and D’ANGELA

F IGURE 14 Coefficient of determination (R2) as a function of the investigated damage states (DSs) for floor motion (FM) and shake
table protocol input (STPI) sets.

xM versus fa curves associated with the investigated DSs are clearly distinct among them and might be considered
references for expeditious but relatively reliable estimation of fragility medians, as a function of the elastic frequency
of the element. Obviously, these capacities refer to specific SDOF models, even though varying their main geometri-
cal/structural features. In this context, these curves aremeant asNE capacity curves or capacity spectra. As amatter of fact,
they define a measure of NE capacity associated with several DSs, expressed as a function of elastic frequency. The pro-
vided fragility parameters, considering the empirical values or the fitted curves, can be used to estimate statistical capacity
thresholds that are more or less conservative than the provided medians, according to the requirements or desired level
of safety.
The FM sets have a major influence on logarithmic standard deviation σ (Figure 12), and σ regularly decreases as fa

grows. In particular, the FM set σ curves tend to converge at the highest frequencies for all DSs. A linear pattern of σ
is found over fa, with R2 that is, in some cases, relatively high, and always greater than 0.5 (Figure 14). An inversion of
tendency is observed regarding the influence of DSs on R2. In particular, σ-based R2 related to DS4 and DS5 is significantly
higher than DS1 to DS3 one, and the former R2 show a reduced dispersion of the different FM sets. Conversely, σ-based
R2 related to DS1 to DS3 are quite dispersed, and they range within 0.5–0.85 over the different FM sets.
It is worth noting that while the different DSsmajorly affect themedian xM an opposite trend is foundwith regard to the

logarithmic standard deviation σ. σ is not particularly affected by the different DSs and does not significantly vary within
the model frequency ranges. The fitting curves reported in Figure 12 provide uncertainty measures accounting for several
key sources, that is, record to record variability,modeling, elastic frequency. Therefore, they could be usefully implemented
to consider these dispersion measures in future studies, even though their robustness should still be validated by more
comprehensive analyses.
Figure 13 depicts the evolution of median (xM) and logarithmic standard deviation (σ) over the model frequency (fa),

respectively, for all protocols (singlemodel results) and FM sets (fitting curves). The comparison between FMand protocol
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set fragilities, in terms of xM and σ (Figure 13) characterizes the capacity of the protocols (and related experimental proce-
dures) as means for the estimation of seismic capacities since FM sets are reasonably representative of realistic demand
scenarios. Except for AC156 and very few cases associated with the other protocols, the protocols err on the side of caution
regarding fragility medians, and the median safety factor, that is, median FM to median protocol ratio, strongly depends
on the investigated DSs and model frequencies.
AC156 often overestimates the seismic capacity, that is, corresponding to (a) medium to large frequencies for DS1 to DS4

and (b) all frequencies for DS5. For DS4, M1a is associated with relatively unsafe capacity estimation. IEEE 693 (FEMA
461) protocol almost always (often) produces conservative estimations, but the associated protocol capacities are extremely
conservative in some cases, for example, low frequencies for DS4 and DS5 (medium to high frequencies for DS1 and DS2).
Zito et al. protocol is overall associated with reliable but not extremely conservative capacity estimations, and only in few
cases it overestimates the capacity, for example, minor overestimation for medium frequencies and DS1 to DS5, and more
significant overestimation for model M4b and DS3 to DS5 and model M1a and DS5. AC156 w/o shows fragility medians
relatively similar to Zito et al.
In terms of dispersion (Figure 13), all protocols are typically associated with σ lower or significantly lower than FM

one, and the trends over fa are different or significantly different from the ones associated with FM sets (Figure 13). In
particular, σ is approximately constant or slightly decreaseswith fa overDS1 toDS3, whereas amore significant and regular
decreasing trend, still being less significant than FM sets one, is observed considering DS4 and DS5. FEMA 461 protocol
supplies dispersion that are more comparable with FM ones for low and high frequencies and over all DSs, whereas the
other protocols produce dispersions more comparable with FM ones only for high or very high frequencies, especially
over DS4 and DS5. The evidence shows that the protocols have a clear control on the capacity dispersions, that is certainly
a positive feature, which strengthens their reliability in case the median estimations are conservative. Further comments
on the dispersions of the protocols are omitted since this falls beyond the scope of the study.
The protocol fragility parameters were also assessed in terms of tendency line, and the related R2 values are shown

in Figure 14 for the sake of completeness. However, this fitting is less significant than the one associated with FMs. As
a matter of fact, FM fitting can be referred to as an expeditious assessment of seismic capacity under FMs, whereas the
fitting related to the protocol sets only has a limited scientific meaning and does not provide applicative tools. It is recalled
that the fitting correlations refer to the implemented models and to the reference case studies, and these results should
be applied to other cases studies with due consideration. However, it can be noted that a trend similar to the one related
to FM is found regarding xM-based R2, except for FEMA 461 protocol that shows relatively lower R2 values. σ-based R2
related to the protocol sets is overall quite reduced, except for very few cases, that is, (a) IEEE 693 for DS4 and (b) IEEE
693, FEMA 461, and AC156w/o for DS5. Therefore, the fitting correlation cannot be considered significant.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The study provides a comprehensive assessment of the seismic response and capacity of acceleration-sensitiveNEs housed
in RC buildings. In particular, NEs are modeled as elastic-plastic (with hardening and softening) SDOF systems, and IDA
is carried out. Seismic inputs associated with STPs are also considered as loading histories. The results consist of (a) IDA
curves, (b) (acceleration) component amplification factors (CAFs), and fragility curves. In particular, the influence of the
model frequency on the fragility parameters is assessed. The remarks of the study are identified in the following.

(1) CAF overall decreases as PFA grows, as expectable, according to the evolution from the elastic to the inelastic behav-
ior. In particular, lower frequency NEs are associated with more regular tendencies, and the highest (elastic) CAF
might be greater than 2.5–3, depending on the specific frequency or model characteristics, whereas CAF associated
with heavily plastic response tends to the unity, or in some cases (e.g., extremely high-frequency models), might even
be lower. Elastic-based CAF estimations reflect the elastic properties of the modeled SDOF and might be generalized
considering the provide stiffnes-mass combinations and/or fundamental SDOF frequencies. The uncertainty influ-
ence mostly associated with record-to-record and less to the model characteristics tends to be lower (higher) for low
(high) frequency models.

(2) STPs tend to supply relatively safe or extremely overconservative CAF values, if compared with reference FM
responses, even though, in few cases, the protocols might underestimate CAF. The study provides useful CAF thresh-
olds associated with the elastic response due to representative sets of real building floor motions, essential for an
accurate seismic demand estimation.
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(3) Fragility medians are overall well correlated to the elastic frequency of the models through linear trends, even con-
sidering DSs associated with the inelastic response. The fragility dispersion tends to decrease as the elastic frequency
grows, also over inelastic DSs. Linear trends might also be associated with the fragility dispersion over the abovemen-
tioned parameter, even though the coefficient of determinationmight not be always adequately high. The coefficients
of determination associated with the median estimations are overall good (very few cases with values lower than 0.6),
whereas the correlations related to the dispersion estimations are less efficient in terms of coefficient of determina-
tion. Fragility correlation equations and related coefficients of determinations are provided in the study, and these
measures might be useful for expeditious capacity assessment of NEs compatible with case study ones. The readers
are recommended to refer to the provided efficiency measures (quality of fitting and coefficient of determination)
prior to applying the provided closed-form equations.

(4) STPs, except AC156, tend to provide safe or excessively conservative median estimations if compared with reference
FMs, even though in very few cases (neglecting AC156), the estimations can be slightly unsafe. As expectable, the
fragility dispersion associated with the investigated protocols is overall lower or significantly lower than the one
related to the reference FM set, and a more comparable dispersion is only generally found for FEMA 461 and, for
all protocols, over high-frequency models.

The study sheds light on the seismic response of acceleration-sensitive building NEs and provides quantitative response
and capacity measures, useful for expeditious assessment of NEs that are compatible with the case studymodels. Whereas
the methodological framework is general and wide applicable, the quantitative measures of capacity, referring to the
empirical fragilities and the fitting correlations, should be used with due consideration, considering the compatibility
with the implementedmethods and investigated case studies. The provided empirical or fitted uncertaintymeasures could
be considered in order to supply more or less conservative capacity measures, assuming a lognormal model and setting
the provided median values. Further studies should be carried out by extending the methodology to different case study
NEs, possibly considering other building types, for example, steel structures. Finally, the provided correlations should be
experimentally validated by implementing dynamic tests and assessing statistical-based response and capacity measures.
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